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a b s t r a c t
The metal cluster size in supported metal catalysts impacts the oxidation state of the metal atoms, coordination capability, and finally the catalytic activity—especially when the number of atoms becomes
countable. The correlation between metal oxidation state and its catalytic consequences for ultrafine
Pt was studied for photocatalytic overall water splitting using a Pt/SrTiO3 (photo)catalyst. A distinctive
change in catalytic behavior and oxidation state was observed below 100 Pt-atom clusters at 2 nm.
Combining density functional theory (DFT) and experimental characterizations including X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and diffuse reflectance infrared
Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS), the smaller Pt clusters obtained by the surface organometallic
route (under 100 Pt atoms) were predominantly oxidized and selectively performed photocatalytic water
splitting selectively without activation of the water-forming back-reaction from H2 and O2. When the Pt
clusters obtained by classical impregnation were larger than 2 nm, they remained metallic (Pt0) and were
active for both water splitting and the competing thermal water formation back reaction. In addition, Pt0
clusters are poisoned in the presence of CO, whereas highly dispersed ultra-fine oxidized Pt clusters are
insensitive to CO. This paper presents evidence of ultrafine PtOx (below approximately 2 nm clusters) that
are insensitive to coordination of various gas identities (H2, O2, CO), resulting in efficient and selective
photocatalytic overall water splitting.
Ó 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
The cluster size of active metals in supported metal catalysts
often leads to critical catalytic consequences [1]. The size effects
are understood based on electronic effects and geometric effects,
which are inter-correlated and strongly affected by the presence
of a support [1,2]. The electronic structures of metal clusters are
influenced by the interaction with the support, and such influence
increases as the metal cluster size decreases. A quantitative
description of such interactions at the atomic scale of the cluster
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is generally challenging both experimentally and computationally.
Recent advances in density functional theory (DFT) calculations
allow determination and interpretation of the charge reorganization induced by the interaction and of the charge transfer between
the metal and the support [3,4]. Therefore, this theory opens a
pathway to the atomistic interpretation of the experimentally
measured properties of these systems. In addition, a variation in
the cluster size simultaneously causes changes in the exposed geometric surface morphology of the metal (facet): more lowcoordination sites are exposed as the cluster size decreases [5].
The reactivity on different facets may cause drastic differences in
catalytic reactivity for various reactions [6,7]. The reactions
affected by the cluster size are called structure-sensitive reactions
[6]. This geometric effect is inevitably linked to electronic effects—
especially when the support interacts strongly with the cluster [8].
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One way to quantify the electronic interaction between oxide
supports and metal nanoparticles is simulation of the density of
states of a model catalyst. Lykhach et al. [9] and Kozlov et al.
[10] reported a good example that quantified the degree of electronic metal-support interaction (EMSI) when Pt nanoparticles
are supported on CeO2. The DFT calculations (GGA + U) nicely
coincide with the potential shift in Pt nanoparticles as measured
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The extent of electron
exchange at steady state under vacuum is maximized when the
particle size is 1.8 nm or 100 atoms.
Another important aspect is the geometric effects arising from
the size of the metal nanoparticles. For example, the size of Pt
nanoparticles has a strong impact on the electrocatalytic oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR)—this is one of the most investigated electrocatalytic reactions with practical value to fuel cell technology
[11]. The ORR is a structure-sensitive reaction with distinctive catalytic activity for Pt(1 1 1), Pt(1 0 0), and Pt(1 1 0) [11]. Several
research groups have observed that Pt nanoparticles lose specific
activity and mass activity when the particles become smaller than
2 nm [12–16]. Recently, a combined experimental and theoretical
approach of ORR at various Pt nanoparticle size and extended surfaces has shown that the electrocatalytic activity toward ORR can
be captured by the generalized coordination number of active sites
(where the surface species such as *OH and *OOH are bound) [16].
Besides, the loss of performance between Pt(1 1 1) and Pt nanoparticles of 2 nm can be explained by a loss of coordination for *OH
intermediate at the active site [16]. One explanation for the loss of
the activity below 2 nm is strong coordination of adsorbed oxygen as a consequence of the size and the shape of the nanoparticles
[11]. Another possible explanation that has been experimentally
proven is that these small Pt clusters are oxidized and cannot
maintain a metallic state [17]. As expected, oxidized Pt particles
rarely have high catalytic activity in oxidation reactions [17–20].
Recently, single-atom supported catalysis has been shown with
activity and selectivity that are unique to the various catalytic
reactions [21–24]. Yang et al. observed a single-site in its oxidized
form, namely Pt(II)-O(OH)x. This can be further influenced by other
elements such as Na [25]. This single-site Pt catalyst is active for
CO oxidation and water gas shift reactions with some controversy
in the active sites as argued by Ding et al. who claimed that the Pt
single sites act more as spectators because the binding energy to
CO is high [26]. It is always challenging, however, to maintain high
dispersion of metal sites, as they are susceptible to sintering especially under the reaction conditions (heat, adsorption, light, etc.).
Decoration of semiconductor photon-absorbers with metal catalysts, e.g., Pt nanoparticles, is essential to achieve efficient overall
water splitting (OWS); however, these metal nanoparticles can
also catalyze the water-forming back reaction from H2 and O2
products, thereby decreasing the overall efficiency of the system
[27]. A general strategy to suppress the back reaction is to apply
semipermeable membrane coatings on the metal surfaces such as
CrOx [27–29], NiOx [30–32], MoOx [33], SiOx [34,35], and Ti, Nb,
and Ta oxyhydroxides [36,37]. Nevertheless, a rigorous study on
the particle size dependence is still lacking in the literature for
the OWS. A relevant example was demonstrated by Li et al. where
the Pt in Pt/TiO2 photocatalyst remained oxidized when the Pt particle was as small as 1 nm [38]. In their report, they discuss that
oxidized Pt cannot react with H2 and O2 under dark conditions.
This offered a monotonic accumulation of H2 that evolved from
30 vol% methanol aqueous solution in the presence of O2. This concept could certainly be applied for photocatalytic OWS where H2
and O2 are simultaneously cogenerated.
Here, we describe our efforts to understand the Pt size effects
that describe the Pt/SrTiO3 system for photocatalytic OWS. We performed DFT calculations on several sizes of Pt clusters adsorbed on
a SrTiO3 surface to understand the size-effect on the EMSI as well
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as the ability of the Pt nanoclusters to be oxidized. These calculations were based on the work functions, Bader charge analysis,
and mapping of the charge density differences between the clusters and the oxide support. Distinctive photocatalytic behaviors
were observed experimentally by controlling the cluster-size of
the Pt on SrTiO3. The ultrafine Pt nanoclusters were less than
2 nm and were synthesized on the SrTiO3 surface via a surface
organometallic chemistry (SOMC) grafting approach. These small
Pt clusters showed stable OWS performance with no signs of a
water-formation back reaction even under dark conditions. A size
of approximately 2 nm was identified as the threshold, and decoration with larger Pt clusters—either synthesized by sintering the
SOMC sample or the impregnation method—lead to a competitive
loss of the OWS performance with a thermal back reaction that
occurs regardless of illumination. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and diffuse
reflectance infrared Fourier transformed spectroscopy (DRIFTS)
were used to characterize the nature of Pt. All of the characterizations demonstrated that the small Pt clusters were found to be in
an oxidized state (Pt2+) becoming selective to OWS. The larger clusters, which cause the back reaction, were metallic (Pt0). Such
metallic sites are effectively poisoned by CO gas, while oxidized
sites are essentially insensitive to the presence of CO.

2. Experimental and theoretical
2.1. Synthesis
The synthesis of SrTiO3 was based on the literature [39] where
SrTiO3 powder and SrCl2 at a molar ratio of 1:5 were prepared with
a mortar and pestle for 25 min followed by a flux treatment at
1273 K for 10 h in an alumina crucible to generate highly crystalline SrTiO3. The powder was collected and washed continuously
with water (approximately 1 L) until no chloride salt was detected
via a AgNO3 test.
The grafting of (1,5-cyclooctadiene) dimethylplatinum(II)
[(COD)Pt(CH3)2] on SrTiO3 was done using standard surface
organometallic chemistry (SOMC) techniques (grafting setup schematic available in Fig. S1). One gram of flux-treated SrTiO3 was
placed in the second half of a double-Schlenk. To remove any physisorbed water, a dehydroxylation treatment was performed where
the Schlenk line was connected to a high vacuum; a dynamic vacuum of 1x10-5 mbar was applied with a heat treatment at 200 °C
overnight. The Schlenk line was then opened in a glovebox under
an inert atmosphere (Ar), and 8.5 mg of (COD)Pt(CH3)2 was introduced in the first half of the double Schlenk. Vacuum was again
pulled on the double-Schlenk and its contents. Dry and oxygenfree pentane were vacuum-transferred to the first half of the Schlenk (15 mL), and left to stir until full dissolution of the platinum
complex. The solution was then filtered across the frit into the second half of the double-Schlenk for grafting on the SrTiO3 powder to
proceed.
The resulting suspension was stirred, sonicated in an ultrasonic
bath, and left to stir overnight. The pentane solution containing
excess platinum precursor was filtered back into the first half of
the double-Schlenk. Washings were then performed via vacuumtransferring pentane on the SrTiO3, stirring the suspension, and filtering it back through the frit into the first half of the doubleSchlenk. This cycle was repeated five times. Solvent in the
double-Schlenk was then vacuum-transferred to an empty flask,
and a dynamic vacuum (1  105 mbar) was pulled on the sample
overnight to thoroughly dry it. The double-Schlenk was then
opened in a glovebox under inert atmosphere where the grafted
SrTiO3 was transferred into a storage tube for further use. The sample is denoted as Pt/SrTiO3 (GT). Another sample was obtained by
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the heat treatment of this sample at 300 °C in static air using a
muffle furnace. This sample is denoted as Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300).
For the impregnation method, 0.1 M Na2PtCl66H2O aq. solution
was mixed with 100 mg of SrTiO3 over a water-bath in 5 mL of
water until all the water evaporated. The powder was collected
by filtration and calcined at 300 °C for 1 h.
2.2. Photocatalytic test
The photocatalytic reactions were conducted with 100 mL of an
ultra-pure water (18.2 MX cm) and 50 mg of photocatalyst at
100 Torr of Ar gas in a circulating batch reactor equipped with an
online gas chromatograph (GC: Bruker 450 GC, TCD, Ar gas, molecular sieve 13X) connected to a vacuum line. For experiments with
methanol aqueous solution, the solution consisted of 90 mL ultrapure water and 10 mL methanol. For the CO gas experiments, 5%
CO gas (Ar balance) was bubbled through the 100 mL of the
ultra-pure water/catalyst mixture for 20 min, and the photocatalytic reaction was performed at 100 Torr with 5% CO gas. A Xe
lamp (CERMAX PE300-BF, 300 W) was used as the light source,
and the irradiation wavelength was controlled via a combination
of a cold mirror and a water filter (300 < k < 800 nm). The irradiance is shown in Fig. S2a. The spectral area of the photocatalytic
reactor was 38.5 cm2. For quantum efficiency calculations, the photon flux was measured using the AvaSpec-3648 spectrometer, an
AvaLight DHS calibration light source, and a FC-UV200-2 fiberoptic cable. The apparent quantum efficiency (AQE) measurement
was conducted with a 350-nm bandpass filter. The irradiance is
shown in Fig. S2b.
2.3. Characterization
DRIFTS measurements were acquired using a Thermo Scientific
Nicolet 6700 FT-IR spectrometer with a mercury-cadmium telluride (MCT) detector and a Harrick Praying Mantis diffuse reflectance accessory. The optical velocity was set to 0.63, and the
aperture was set to 64. The samples were placed in a Harrick High
Temperature Reaction Chamber with ZnSe windows. The cell was
first flushed with argon and then heated at 120 °C for 1 h to remove
moisture followed by cooling back down to room temp before the
introduction of 5% CO gas at a flow rate of 5 mL min1.
Electron microscopy of samples was performed by using a Titan
ThemisZ transmission electron microscope (TEM) from ThermoFisher Scientific. The microscope was operated at an accelerating
voltage of 300 kV using the scanning TEM (STEM) mode. The spherical aberration coefficient of the electron beam was corrected in
the STEM using a CESCOR from CEOS, GmbH. The images were
acquired over a range of magnifications, and the entire imageacquisition was performed in the Gatan Microscopy Suite of version GMS 2.5 from Gatan, Inc.
XPS spectra were obtained with an AMICUS KRATOS using an Al
anode at 15 mA and 8 kV. A peak maximum of C 1 s at 284.8 eV
was used as an internal standard to correct the binding energies.
ICP measurements were performed using an ICP-OES Varian 72
ES, and the amounts of loaded catalysts are reported using the
measured values.
The Pt L3-edge HERFD-XANES spectra were recorded at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility on the CRG-FAME-UHD
beamline (BM16). The beamline was equipped with a liquid
nitrogen-cooled double-crystal Si(2 2 0) monochromator surrounded by two Rh-coated mirrors for harmonic rejection. The
beam size on the sample was held constant during an energy scan
of around 220  110 lm (horizontal  vertical, FWHM). The [6 6 0]
reflection of the three Ge(1 1 0) spherically bent crystal analyzers
(bending radius of 1 m) from the multi-crystal spectrometer
installed at BM16 were used to select the La1 (L3-M5) fluorescence

line at 9442 eV. The total energy resolution of the HERFD-XANES
data was estimated to be approximately 0.7 eV. Energy calibration
of the incoming radiation was performed prior to the measurements by recording the L3-edge transmission spectrum of a Pt foil
and assigning the maximum of the first derivative peak to
11564 eV.
The XAS data were analyzed using the HORAE package—a
graphical interface to the AUTOBK and IFEFFIT code [40]. The
XANES and EXAFS spectra were obtained after performing standard
procedures for pre-edge subtraction, normalization, polynomial
removal, and wave vector conversion. The extracted EXAFS signals
were Fourier transformed using a Kaiser-Bessel apodization window (dk = 1) within a k-range of about [3.5; 10–12] Å1 for all samples. Continuous Cauchy wavelet transform was also applied to
simultaneously decompose the EXAFS signal in the reciprocal and
real spaces [41].
2.4. Theoretical calculations
The density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed in periodic boundary conditions with the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP 5.4.1). The electron–ion interactions
are described by the PAW formalism [42]. The DFT + U approach
was used to describe the spin-polarized electronic structures at
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) level with the PBE
functional along with a Hubbard correction (GGA-PBE + U)
[43,44], with an energy cut-off of 400 eV for the plane-wave basis
set, with a G-centered 1  1  1 k-point mesh, and Ueff, Ti = 5.0 eV
according to Dudarev’s model. All the geometries were fully optimized to gradients smaller than 0.01 eVÅ1, the wave-functions
converged to an SCF energy of 106 eV, and the electronic occupancies were determined by the Fermi smearing method using a
smearing of 0.01 eV. Accounting for solvation effects was performed via the implicit solvation model as implemented by
Mathew et al. (VASPsol) [45]. The dielectric constant of bulk water
(e = 80) was used with the default and previously reported technical settings [46,47]. In this implicit solvation model, the polarization of the system due to the solvent is included self-consistently
[46]. This solvation model was already applied to similar systems
(platinum clusters in contact with water) [48]. A densitydependent dispersion correction dDsC developed by Steinmann
et al. has been applied in the calculations to account for weak
non-bonded interactions [48]. The density of states was computed
for the optimized geometries by Gaussian smearing with a smearing value of 0.1 eV.
3. Results
3.1. DFT analysis of the interaction between Pt clusters and SrTiO3
We investigated the cluster size effect on the electronic structure at the interface of Pt and SrTiO3(0 0 1) surface hydrated by
an implicit water solvent. We performed GGA + U-dDsC calculations of different Pt clusters adsorbed on a TiO2 terminated
SrTiO3(0 0 1) surface, after having considered a stable termination
for the oxide [47,49,50]. The choice of the support termination
(0 0 1) is motivated by the acceptable compromise between the
relevance of the provided theoretical results with respect to measurements and the high computational cost to achieve DFT + U calculations for such large systems. Four sizes of Pt clusters were
simulated containing 1 (Pt1), 25 (Pt25), 50 (Pt50), and 119 (Pt119)
Pt atoms. Pt25, Pt50 and Pt119 correspond to respective truncated
octahedral clusters Pt38, Pt79 and Pt201 (known to be competitive
in terms of stability in the range 1–2 nm, see for instance ref.
[16]), of which less than half the atomic layers have been removed
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to maximize the number of chemical bonds between the Pt cluster
and the oxide support (thus its stability), as depicted in Fig. 1a. This
choice leads to an interface angle between the (1 1 1) and
(1 0 0)-type facets and the oxide support, comprised in the range
90–180° (obtuse angle). Other morphology of particles can be
stable for such small clusters, but we expect that due to the minimal lattice mismatch of 0.4% a cube-on-cube epitaxial growth
dominates and the main shape and properties of the interaction
between Pt (aPt = 3.920 Å) and SrTiO3 (aSTO = 3.905 Å) will remain
similar. The SrTiO3(0 0 1) surface was modelled by a (6x6)
supercell 5-layers slab (Fig. 1a). Convergence of the surface energy
is given in the supporting information Fig. S3 to support the 5-layer
slab thickness choice. The geometry of the four supported Pt
nanoclusters has been relaxed completely, and the electronic
analyses have been calculated on the optimal structures. The
particle sizes correspond to the distance between the furthest
nucleus of Pt atoms plus the atomic radius of Pt.
The Fermi level of the bare SrTiO3 surface is more negatively
located than that of unsupported Pt bulk (see Table S1). Thus, from
the systems’ bare components point-of-view—and due to the work
function differences—an electron transfer from SrTiO3 to Pt particles is thermodynamically expected once Pt clusters are adsorbed
on the surface in order to equalize the Fermi energies. The defects
in the SrTiO3 would increase the Fermi level promoting the semiconductor to inject electrons into Pt on the surface, and thus we
would expect a relatively larger charge transfer overall but conserving the calculated DFT trend. Indeed, based on Bader analysis,
a charge transfer from the SrTiO3 to Pt was computed and the
results are demonstrated in Fig. 2. A larger Pt cluster implies a larger charge transfer. The amount of transferred charge appears to
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saturate as the particle size increases. Such phenomenon has been
experimentally characterized for Pt nanoparticles adsorbed on
ceria [9]. The fraction of transferred charge converges to zero when
divided by the number of Pt atoms in the cluster (Fig. 2). In other
words, fewer Pt atoms in the cluster are affected by the charge
transfer as the Pt cluster size increases and vice versa.

Dq ¼ qðPtn =SrTiO3 Þ  qðPtn Þ  qðSrTiO3 Þ

ð1Þ

Interestingly, when calculating the difference in charge density
between Pt and SrTiO3 and drawing the electron density reorganization map (Eq. (1), Fig. 1b), we observed that only the Pt atoms
from the first two layers in contact with SrTiO3 are significantly
affected by the charge transfer when the size reaches 2 nm. These
results are compatible with a previous DFT + U study of Pt95 and
P122 nanoclusters supported on stoichiometric CeO2(1 1 1) showing that the charge transfer only affects the interfacial Pt atoms
between the metallic nanoparticle and the oxide support, although
the overall transfer is opposite to the one obtained in the work
[10]. On the other hand, the Fermi energy of the Ptn/SrTiO3 system
decreases as the Pt cluster size increases, and the calculated values
are between those of the two bare materials (Fig. 1c, Table S1). The
Fermi energy corresponds to the work function of the material, and
thus is directly correlated to the ability to remove electrons from
the system (i.e. oxidation potential). Consequently, a lower Fermi
level energy implies increased difficulty in oxidizing the system.
Overall, the computations show a 0.5 eV difference in the Fermi
energy between the supported Pt25, Pt50, and Pt119 systems. The
work function of small clusters and single-atoms on SrTiO3 are

Fig. 1. (a) The DFT optimized structures of Pt1, Pt25, Pt50, and Pt119 clusters adsorbed on the SrTiO3(0 0 1) surface along with the size of the Pt cluster (larger Pt-Pt distance
increased the Pt atomic radius). (b) The charge density difference isosurface maps (isosurface level is 0.003 e Bohr3) and (c) the density of states computed for the four
systems at the GGA + U-dDsC level. The Fermi level is shown with reference to the vacuum level.
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3.2. Synthesis of different Pt size in Pt/SrTiO3.

Fig. 2. Total charge transfer from SrTiO3 to Pt clusters (open symbol in red) and per
Pt atoms (closed symbol in blue) reported as a fraction of the fundamental charge as
a function of cluster size.

closer to the semiconductor’s electron affinity and more negative
than 0 V in the standard hydrogen electrode scale (Fig. 1c,
Table S1) as previously noted.
On the contrary, the Pt119 work function increases towards a
similar range as the isolated Pt nanoparticles (more negative than
5.0 eV, Table S1) and clean Pt surfaces. Previously reported values
range between 5.0 to 5.9 eV depending on the exposed facet—
this is consistent with our calculated values in Table S1 [51]. As a
consequence, the smaller clusters have more electrons and will
be more easily oxidized; the larger nanoparticles will behave similarly to difficult-to-oxidize bulk platinum (the reported work
function range of Pt is 5.6 to 6.0 eV) [52]. From these calculations, we can expect that the Pt clusters smaller than 100 atoms
adsorbed on SrTiO3 can be oxidized compared to larger Pt nanoparticles (>2 nm). Moreover, Pt atoms close to the Pt/SrTiO3 interface
are more susceptible to oxidation—we have observed that atoms
directly in contact with SrTiO3 surfaces are markedly influenced
by electron transfer, and thus reflect a larger EMSI (Fig. 1b). We
note here that small clusters are composed of mostly surface atoms
that are accessible for oxidation (1 nm cluster corresponds to
>60% of surface atoms); in larger clusters, the atoms prone to oxidation due to charge transfer are in the minority. Most are not surface atoms (larger bulk-to-surface atoms ratio), and thus they are
far more stable toward oxidations from external oxidants in the
environment. These theoretical results show an obviously different
behavior towards oxidation and catalytic reactivity from Pt clusters adsorbed on SrTiO3 as a function of cluster size.
According to the previous combined experimental and computational works presented in the literature in the case of Pt clusters
adsorbed on c-alumina surface, it appears that the smaller the platinum cluster, the larger the reactivity toward its oxidation [53]. As
a matter of fact, in the presence of oxygen/water, thermodynamically Pt13 cluster can be easily oxidized up to the Pt13O24 stoichiometry even at room temperature [54]. Furthermore, the
oxidation of the Pt clusters was found to prevent from their sintering. It was also highlighted that adsorption of O2 molecules on Pt
clusters was favored at shared sites between the Pt atoms and
the support surface’s atoms. In all, it is consistent with our observation that the small cluster would be easily oxidized as a consequence of the larger number of interfacial sites for small cluster
systems than for large cluster systems and synergistic catalytic
effects at the interface between the Pt particles and the support.

The SrTiO3 photocatalyst was synthesized following the
reported protocol to obtain a state-of-the-art semiconductor for
high photocatalytic performance [39]. It is a challenge to synthesize highly-dispersed Pt supported on SrTiO3 free from ionic impurities associated with metal precursors. The SOMC method was
thus applied for surface hydroxyl species. Here, SrTiO3 is used to
graft (COD)Pt(CH3)2 precursors that form methane gas while Pt
coordinates to the stable Ti-O surface terminations (see Fig. S4
for mechanism) [51,52]. Ideally, the SOMC synthesis protocol
allows one to generate Pt single sites, but unavoidably small clusters were formed on SrTiO3—especially after contact with water
and under illumination (see Fig. S4 for description). Therefore,
unless otherwise noted, all characterization steps here describe
the samples after photocatalysis, which will be discussed later.
The SOMC-derived grafted sample, namely, Pt/SrTiO3 (GT), had a
weight loading of 0.09 wt% as confirmed by ICP measurement.
The Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) treated at 300 °C in air was also obtained to
exclusively increase the metal size with little impact on other
parameters. The impregnation sample (Pt/SrTiO3 (NP)) was
obtained following the typical impregnation procedure with hexachloroplatinic acid. Our previous work demonstrated that
0.35 wt% Pt via wet impregnation was the optimal loading to maximize photocatalytic performance [29]. The optimized SOMC
approach resulted in a sample with a maximum 0.09 wt% Pt loading, mainly regulated by the available surface hydroxyls on SrTiO3.
Herein, we compare our respectively optimized systems to study
the overall catalytic effect of different size of Pt.
STEM images of Pt/SrTiO3 (GT), Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300), and
Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) after photocatalytic OWS are shown in Fig. 3. The
Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) (Fig. 3a and Fig. S5) showed both single-atom
Pt and Pt clusters ranging mostly below 2 nm (>0.85 fraction),
which is consistent with the choice of small Pt cluster models used
for the DFT calculations (Pt1, Pt25, and Pt50 in Fig. 1a). We note that
the SrTiO3 crystals are large and can reach widths of up to 500 nm;
therefore, imaging single Pt atoms becomes challenging, and the
single atoms could only be seen at the edges of the SrTiO3 (see
Fig. S5). The Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300) exhibited sintering, which shifted
the size distribution to a larger maximum at 2–3 nm in size
(Fig. 3b). To this end, our Pt119 model for DFT is reasonably
well-placed close to the 2 nm size distribution observed between
the Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) and (GT-300) samples in Fig. 1b. Finally, the
Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) consisted of a wide range of nanoparticle size
ranging from 1 to 10 nm with the broad distribution centered at
3–4 nm (Fig. 3c). This is consistent with the non-uniform distribution nature typically obtained from the impregnation method.
3.3. Photocatalytic activity
The photocatalytic gas evolution time courses are detailed in
Fig. 4. The samples tested were Pt/SrTiO3 (GT), Pt/SrTiO3
(GT-300), and Pt/SrTiO3 (NP), and the reaction was conducted in
10 vol% methanol aqueous solution (Fig. 4a and a0 ), Milli-Q water
(Fig. 4b and b0 ), or Milli-Q water in the presence of CO (Fig. 4c
and c0 ) with UV light irradiation. The top part of the figure shows
the quantity of the evolved gases, and the bottom part of the figure
shows the rate of H2 gas evolution (as representative data).
First, referring to H2 evolution reaction from the methanol
aqueous solution (Fig. 4a and a0 ), the photocatalytic performance
was found to be in order: Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) > Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) >
Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300). All samples show stable performance for at
least 3 h. The half-reaction results in methanol indicate that the
photocatalytic performance of the Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) sample was
higher than that of Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300) as a result of chargeseparation capability and hydrogen evolution electrocatalytic
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Fig. 3. STEM images of (a) Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) prepared by the SOMC method, (b) Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) treated at 300 °C (Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300)), and (c) Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) prepared by
impregnation method. The corresponding histograms of Pt particle sizes are underneath. Images were taken for the samples after photocatalysis.

Fig. 4. Time on course (a, b, and c) of evolved gas quantity and gas evolution rate (a’, b’, and c’) during photocatalytic reactions using Pt/SrTiO3 (GT), Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300), and
Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) in (a,a’) 10 vol% methanol aq. solution, (b,b’) Milli-Q water, and (c,c’) Milli-Q water with 0.6 kPa CO (100 mL of solution, 50 mg of photocatalyst, 490 mL of
reactor volume).
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capability. The 0.35 wt% Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) tripled the H2 evolution
rate of the 0.09 wt% Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) sample. Increasing the Pt loading on Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) while maintaining atomic dispersion of Pt
could lead to a more efficient photocatalyst; however, it is challenging due to the limited number of surface hydroxyls of the
SrTiO3 semiconductor for the SOMC synthesis.
Fig. 4(b and b0 ) shows the result for OWS. The initial gas evolution
rates were consistent with the order of the photocatalytic performance observed from methanol aqueous solutions when no products were present in the photoreactor, i.e., Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) >
Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) > Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300). The Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) achieved
initial gas evolution rates of 45 and 22 lmol h1 for H2 and O2,
respectively, corresponding to an apparent quantum efficiency
(AQE) of 17% at 350 nm. The stoichiometry of 2:1 ratio for H2:O2
is consistent with the successful OWS. Nevertheless, the apparent
gas evolution rates decreased drastically to almost zero after 5 h
(Fig. 4b0 ) when the products were accumulated to be 1 kPa H2
and 0.5 kPa O2. After 24 h of irradiation, the light source was
turned off, and there was a decrease in H2 and O2 gases. The initial
gas consumption rates were approximately 35 and 18 lmol h1
for H2 and O2, respectively, which accounted for the almost equivalent with the forward OWS rate at the beginning of the reaction.
From this result, the observed plateau after 10 h photocatalytic
water splitting with Pt NPs is therefore not correlated with degradation of the photocatalyst and co-catalyst but rather ascribed to the
steady-state equilibration between the forward water-splitting
reaction and water-forming back reaction; thus, a strategy to suppress the back-reaction is essential for efficient OWS. Moreover,
the main reason for the loss of OWS rates is the dark thermal
back-reaction and not the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) where
excited electrons are competitively consumed instead of being used
for H2 evolution.
Fig. 4b and b0 shows that Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) had stable evolution
rates from OWS of 23 and 12 lmol h1 for H2 and O2, respectively,
for the full 24 h irradiation period. The products’ partial pressures
could be accumulated far beyond those with Pt/SrTiO3 (NP). The
2:1 H2 to O2 ratio in the products indicates successful OWS with
an AQE of 8% at 350 nm. After the first 24 h of irradiation, the
amount of accumulated H2 and O2 partial pressures remained
unchanged in the photocatalytic reactor indicating a lack of
water-forming catalytic activity on the Pt/SrTiO3 (GT). Accordingly,
resuming the illumination recovered the consistent photocatalytic
rate of 20 and 10 lmol h1 for H2 and O2, respectively. The difference in photocatalytic activity observed between the Pt/SrTiO3
(NP) and Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) is ascribed to the different thermal contributions of the water-forming reaction in the dark; this is a function
of the size of the Pt catalyst on the surface. To further justify this
conclusion, the Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300), i.e., Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) heated at
300 °C led to larger Pt particles (Fig. 3) without altering other
parameters. The sintered Pt catalyst had initial evolution rates of
15 and 8 lmol h1 for H2 and O2, respectively, for the first 15 h.
The lower photocatalytic rates of Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300) can be
explained by the loss of Pt active sites from Pt/SrTiO3 (GT).
Although the Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300) accumulated 1.4 kPa H2 and
0.7 kPa of O2 up to 15 h, the back reaction became obvious as
observed by the decreasing rate of H2 and O2 evolutions similar
to Pt/SrTiO3 (NP). Considering the differences between Pt/SrTiO3
(GT) and Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300), the Pt cluster size may be the main
driving force leading to the water-formation back-reaction. This
seems to have a threshold size of <2 nm Pt clusters (Fig. 3). The
finding is important because it is a rare case of a photocatalyst decorated with noble-metal co-catalysts that can be selective for the
OWS forward-reaction without the use of a coating material.
Fig. 4(c and c0 ) shows the result for OWS in the presence of CO
gas. The 5% CO gas was first bubbled through the reactor solution
for 30 min, and the photocatalytic reaction was performed with

5% CO gas atmosphere. The Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) showed negligible
OWS activity indicating that the Pt NPs were poisoned by the CO
gas. The strong adsorption of CO gas to the surface Pt atoms of
the NPs prevents the Pt from performing the hydrogen evolution
reaction. The OWS requires the simultaneous production of H2
and O2 gas, and if one reaction is blocked, then the second reaction
is consequently blocked. On the other hand, the Pt/SrTiO3 (GT)
could successfully complete the OWS reaction at a similar rate as
in Fig. 4(a,a’) OWS without the presence of CO with rates of 19
and 8 lmol h1 for H2 and O2, respectively. It is well known that
CO gas poisons metallic Pt [55]; therefore, this finding is significant
because it shows that if the Pt can maintain a higher oxidation
state, then it can be insensitive to CO under catalytic conditions.
3.4. Characterization of the Pt state
A detailed characterization focusing on Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) and
Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) follows. As described above, samples after photocatalytic reactions (labeled as ‘‘spent” state) are chosen because the
state of the samples is the most relevant to the photocatalytic performance. The grafted photocatalyst was also characterized before
the photocatalytic test (labeled as ‘‘pristine” state) to assess any
changes in the Pt chemical environment due to irradiation under
aqueous conditions.
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) operated at the Pt L3-edge
was collected, and the k2-weighted EXAFS spectra and their related
Fourier transforms (uncorrected from phase-shifts) are shown in
Fig. S6 and Fig. 5a, respectively. The spectra of a metallic Pt powder
and a platinum dioxide (PtO2) powder are also provided as references. For the spent Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) photocatalyst, the main contribution is noted between 1.6 and 3.2 Å, i.e., the spectra of the metallic Pt.
The observed three-lobe peak is characteristic of the complex
backscattering amplitude associated with a Pt-Pt scattering path
(the Ramsauer-Townsend effect in EXAFS) [56]. Hence, the Pt/SrTiO3
(NP) FT-EXAFS is consistent with the quantitative formation of
metallic Pt nanoparticles on the surface of SrTiO3. In contrast, the
Fourier transform of the pristine Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) shows only one
prominent peak centered near 1.5 Å, which is similar to the low
R peak of the PtO2 FT-EXAFS spectrum except that there is an additional shoulder on the right-hand side. The single prominent peak
indicates the dominance of low Z backscatters in the first shell of
platinum atoms. Those backscatters are most probably oxygen
atoms from the SrTiO3 support and/or long-distance coordinating
water molecules because the Pt-C bonds from the original
organometallic precursor must be hydrolyzed in the air. Furthermore, no significant bonding distance longer than 2.0 Å was
detected: The platinum atoms in the pristine Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) photocatalyst are either mononuclear species or form PtOx clusters with
such structural disorder that the Pt-Pt scattering cannot be
observed.
After photocatalytic OWS, a restructuration of the grafted Pt
atoms was obvious when considering the FT-EXAFS spectrum of
spent Pt/SrTiO3 (GT): (i) The main broad peak originally at 1.5 Å
is now clearly split in two contributions centered on 1.4 Å and
1.9 Å; (ii) Two new peaks have also appeared at 2.4 Å and 2.8 Å.
To perform a relevant next nearest-neighbors identification of
the newly observed features, a wavelet transformation analysis
was applied to the EXAFS data (WT-EXAFS). The backscattering
amplitude from neighboring atoms shows a significant
k-dependence that determines the envelope of EXAFS oscillations
v(k):[57] Lighter elements have their maximum backscattering
amplitude at low wavenumbers while with increasing atomic
number causes the maximum to shift towards higher k values.
The WT correlates with the backscattering amplitudes of
individual paths in k-space and with their interatomic distances
in R-space. Thus, it is a useful signal-processing tool for the
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Fig. 5. (a) Magnitude of the Fourier transform (FT) of the k2-weighed EXAFS measured at Pt L3-edge of pristine Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) before and after photocatalysis along with Pt/
SrTiO3 (NP) and two platinum references (metallic Pt and PtO2 powders). (b) Contour plot of the wavelet transform (WT) magnitude showing the (k, R) localization of each FTEXAFS contribution measured at the Pt L3-edge for pristine and spent Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) and Pt/SrTiO3 (NP).

qualitative assignment of the backscatter identity. The wavelettransform of the Fourier-filtered EXAFS is shown for pristine and
spent Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) together with the spent Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) in
Fig. 5b. The spent Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) has two prominent maxima in
the WT-EXAFS plot at the approximate coordinates (R = 1.5 Å,
k = 6 Å1), (R = 2.6 Å, k = 8.5 Å1). Those two WT maxima are
assigned to oxygen and a platinum backscatters by direct comparison with the FT-EXAFS of pristine Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) and spent
Pt/SrTiO3 (NP), respectively, shown in Fig. 5a. This supports the
STEM observations that a fraction of the isolated platinum atoms
merged into clusters after the photocatalytic test. Note that the second peak in the first coordination shell is at 1.9 Å. While it is mainly
assigned to an oxygen backscatter, it has also an overlapping contribution from the tail of the platinum backscatter. Attempts to
perform quantitative EXAFS fitting failed to provide a reasonable
residual possibly because of the heterogeneity of the samples.
The Pt L3-edge HERFD-XANES spectra of the spent NP and GT
samples along with the pristine GT sample and the reference Pt0

and PtO2 materials are presented in Fig. 6a. Lytle et al. showed that
the intensity of the white line at the L3 X-ray absorption edge is proportional to the d-electron vacancies; this is an indication of the oxidation state of the metal [58,59]. A higher oxidation state also shifts
the absorption edge threshold to a higher energy (see Fig. S7 for a
comparison between low and high resolution XANES). The HERFDXANES white line intensity of the spent Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) photocatalyst
is comparable to the metallic powder reference (Fig. 6a). The position of the absorption edge threshold is also identical (11563.2 eV
as calculated from the first derivative). This further points towards
a metallic state of the Pt atoms. In addition, the high-energy resolved
data of Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) allows the detection of a shoulder located at
11567 eV just on the right-hand side of the white line. This feature
was studied in detail before for the electrochemical oxidation of Pt
nanoparticles thanks to the design of electrochemical cells fitted
within an operando XANES-HERFD set-up [57,60].
Previous XAS works controlled the oxidation of Pt NPs supported on glassy carbon electrodes or Pt monolayers on the surface

Fig. 6. (a) Pt-L3 edge HERFD–XANES of GT-Pt/SrTiO3 before (pristine) and after photocatalysis, NP-Pt/SrTiO3 after photocatalysis and two platinum references, e.g. metallic Pt
and PtO2 powders. The dotted lines are the respective the contribution determined from linear combination fitting using NP-Pt/SrTiO3 after photocatalysis and GT-Pt/SrTiO3
spectra before photocatalysis (pristine). (b) Pt 4f XPS of nanoparticle (NP) and grafted (GT) Pt/SrTiO3 after photocatalysis. (c) CO DRIFTS of nanoparticle (NP), grafted (GT), and
300 °C-annealed grafted Pt (GT-300) obtained after the photocatalytic tests.
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of a Rh monocrystal via the application of increasing anodic potentials at steady-state. Only subtle spectral changes were measured
at potentials up to 1.0 V vs. RHE indicating low oxygen coverage
on the Pt surface. At higher potentials, a high-energy contribution
in the HERFD-XANES spectra significantly increases. This was
interpreted by the quantitative formation of Pt oxide (similar to
the shoulder at 11567 eV in Fig. 6a) [50]. We conclude that the
Pt nanoparticles in the Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) photocatalyst after the photocatalytic testing, although their most part is metallic, consists of
a minor PtOx species which is either on the surface of the nanoparticle or at the metal-support interface.
In contrast, the white line in the pristine Pt/SrTiO3 (GT)
HERFD-XANES spectrum is much higher and comparable to the
PtO2 reference (Fig. 6a). The absorption threshold also displays the
same energy (11566.1 eV). In PtO2, the platinum atoms are in the
formal +IV oxidation state and are octahedrally coordinated with
six oxygen atoms. Such resemblance with PtO2 strongly suggests
that the preparation of mononuclear platinum species immobilized
on the surface of SrTiO3 produces highly oxidized Pt(IV) atoms that
are covalently grafted by oxygen bridges. After the photocatalytic
test (GT-spent in Fig. 6a), the white line is separated in two welldefined peaks: One is similar to the original pristine photocatalyst
(GT-pristine) and the other is similar to the metallic platinum
observed in spent Pt/SrTiO3 (NP). In order to retrieve quantitative
information about the photocatalyst restructuration, a linear combination fitting was conducted using the spectra of the spent Pt/SrTiO3
(NP) and pristine Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) (R-factor = 0.1%). The results indicate that 51.4 ± 0.4% of the Pt atoms merge into metallic clusters
while 48.6 ± 0.4% of the Pt atoms remain as an oxidized species.
Fig. 6b shows the Pt 4f XPS spectra of the Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) and
Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) after photocatalysis. This agrees with the findings in
the XAS study. Furthermore, the HERFD-XANES spectroscopy results
are therefore in-line with EXAFS and STEM imaging studies.
The CO DRIFTS data after photocatalysis is presented in Fig. 6c of
the Pt/SrTiO3 (NP), Pt/SrTiO3 (GT), and the sintered Pt/SrTiO3
(GT-300). Adsorbed CO on a Pt surface shifts the stretching vibration
mode of gas-phase CO (frequency of 2143 cm1) to lower
wavenumbers due to the electron back-donation from the Pt atoms
to the p*-orbitals of the CO molecules [17–19]. Previous studies have
shown that the CO frequencies are closely related to the oxidation
and coordination numbers of adsorbing Pt surface atoms as the
strength of the CO–Pt bonding differs between corner, edge, and face
sites [17–19,61]. The spent Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) showed a large broad peak
at 2085 cm1 corresponding to linearly bonded CO to h1 1 1i Pt
facet, and a shoulder peak at 2050–2030 cm1 corresponding to
linear CO bonded to edge and corner sites of a NP [61]. The Pt/SrTiO3
(GT) showed only one peak at 2130 cm1 corresponding to CO binding to Pt2+ species [26,62,63]. Coordination of Pt2+ with CO has a
higher wavenumber because there is less electron back-donation
from the Pt orbitals to CO versus metallic Pt. This indicates that
the exposed surface of the Pt species in the NP sample is primarily
metallic and is primarily oxidized Pt2+ for the GT sample. The
Pt/SrTiO3 (GT-300) photocatalyst annealed at 300 °C showed one
broad peak at 2085 cm1, which is similar to the NP sample indicating more metallic behavior. The CO DRIFTS data was consistent
with the XAS and XPS data and showed the existence of oxidized
Pt species as a major component of the cluster.
4. Discussion
Our results show a distinctive change in catalytic behavior with
Pt clusters that are below approximately 2 nm in size. This allows
it to selectively achieve the OWS reaction without a subsequent
water-forming back reaction. On the contrary, larger Pt clusters
show and maintain metallic character before and after illumination
causing the back reaction. The DFT results show that the atoms in

small Pt clusters (100 atoms or less) are rich in electrons due to
charge transfer from SrTiO3 at thermal equilibration. The degree
of EMSI at thermal equilibrium decreases both per Pt atom and
per Pt particle with increasing cluster size. Looking into the literature [9,12–19], a threshold for changing the nature of Pt and the
resulting reactivity consistently falls into the threshold of Pt sizes
smaller than 2 nm. The EMSI may indeed influence this exact
value of the threshold depending on the electronic donation or
withdrawal nature. The DFT calculations suggest that significant
EMSI effects exist in Pt catalysts on SrTiO3 when the number of
atoms is fifty or below due to the intrinsic large work function of
Pt and the confined and small number of atoms. As the cluster size
decreases further, the DOS have a narrower d-band in the smallest
supported cluster when the number of atoms reached a critical
point (25 atoms, <1 nm, Fig. 1c). At the same time, when the cluster size decreases below 2 nm, the coordination number changes
accordingly (increase in edge and corner sites). It was previously
reported that low-coordinated Pt has a much stronger binding
energy to adsorbed species in spherical models [64–68]. Therefore,
a significant increase in Pt-O binding is expected when the Pt cluster size is below 2 nm, even when Pt remains in a metallic state.
Drastic changes in reactivity are expected when the small Pt
clusters (<2 nm) exhibit a higher oxidation state as confirmed by
XPS, XAS, and CO DRIFTS (even after photocatalytic reactions).
Our results agree with Li et al. who showed that small oxidized
Pt species have a positive Gibbs free energy for the adsorption of
H2 and O2, which is consistent with the lack of H2 consumption
in the presence of O2 [38]. Here, changing the nature of Pt from a
metallic to an oxidized catalyst led to an intrinsic change in the
reactivity and selectivity for the activation of the thermal waterformation back-reaction while keeping the site active for hydrogen
evolution in photocatalytic OWS without the use of a core-shell
material. The exact reaction mechanism remains unclear especially
how the oxidized Pt clusters electrocatalytically evolve hydrogen.
It is also well known that CO gas poisons metallic Pt [61]; however, our findings show that if the Pt can maintain a higher oxidation state, then it is insensitive to CO coordination and its site
occupation for poisoning. In this context, Berto et al. reported that
the CO-covered surface eliminated the back reaction for OWS [69].
It would be understandable that, when particle size distribution is
broad and the photocatalyst contains both small and large Pt particles, CO poisons the large metallic particles that cause back reaction. Thus, the photocatalyst with smaller oxidized particles
remain active for selective OWS. Such poison-free function of the
oxidized metal catalyst has great potential for the reaction under
severe reaction conditions where impurities such as CO are present. Overall, the arguments regarding the ultrafine (<2 nm) PtOx
clusters discussed above may be applicable to many other metals
in selective electrocatalysis and photocatalysis.

5. Conclusions
Our study shows that ultrafine (100 Pt atoms or <2 nm) PtOx
clusters supported on SrTiO3 enables successful photocatalytic
OWS without introducing thermal H2 and O2 recombination to
H2O. The Pt/SrTiO3 (GT) photocatalyst consisting of ultrafine PtOx
clusters was stable for a 48-h OWS reaction with an AQE of 8%
(k = 350 nm). Sintering the clusters to larger particles promoted a
thermal water-forming back reaction. Although the Pt/SrTiO3
(NP) had an initial AQE of 17% for the first hour (k = 350 nm), the
net rate dropped to zero after 5 h due to the competing water formation back reaction. Thus, such nanoparticles supported on the
semiconductor cannot effectively drive photocatalytic OWS at
steady-state conditions. The TEM, CO DRIFTS, XAS, and XPS characterizations indicate a mixture of Pt single atoms and small clusters
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in Pt/SrTiO3 (GT), which exhibited a higher oxidation state even
after the photocatalytic test. In contrast, the larger Pt clusters in
Pt/SrTiO3 (NP) after illumination were completely reduced to Pt0.
The ease of oxidation of small clusters was supported by DFT calculation, which showed an EMSI size-effect when the number of
Pt atoms are approximately 100 or less (<2 nm). Overall, Pt clusters
<2 nm supported on SrTiO3 preferred to exist in its oxidized form,
which led to a distinctive difference in catalytic behavior compared
with the larger (>2 nm) Pt nanoparticles who preferred to exist in
its metallic state. Future studies should increase the loading and
control the spatial distribution, dispersion, and uniformity of Pt
sites on the support materials for further optimization of the photocatalytic performance.
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